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SUBTITLING, DUBBING & INTERNATIONAL FILM

'One way or another something has to happen' 
SUBTITLING, DUBBING, & THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL FILM 

Any discussion of the future growth and development  of
International film must come to terms with the ques tion of cinema
as an international language. The very survival of film as a truly
international medium - beyond abject surrender to H ollywood's
hegemony - must depend on the development of strate gies for
presenting films beyond their linguistic borders. 
Therefore the issue of whether to dub or subtitle f ilms has to be
addressed. Our response to this question is not the currently
fashionable one amongst academics or business analy sts i.e.
subtitling is a) more satisfying for the viewer (Bo rdwell 273) and
b) makes more economic sense (Halligan 12). 

In order to question the current fashion we will ex amine the
historical and cultural context of whether to dub o r subtitle. The
contextual material will be consolidated with mater ial from our
own audience surveys. This research has led us to a  critical
comparison of both processes. Our position leads na turally to a
discussion of the ramifications for film-making sty le which may be
of some value in a future strategy for a truly Inte rnational film
style (as opposed to one which simply follows Holly wood's mode of
representation and uses West Coast American as a li ngua franca). 

The failure of Europe to hold onto the comparative advantage of
pioneering film as a 'pay per view' medium has led to general
despair when considering the prospects of non-Holly wood cinema.
Yet, even study of the depressing history of Europe an cinema can
produce glimmers of inspiration. When sound came to  cinema the
possibility of a genuine pan-European cinema was bo und to be under
threat. Nonetheless, in 1929 DuPont (a German) made  Atlantic at
BIP (Elstree, England) in three languages. The film  was a hit on
both sides of the Channel. 

Abel Gance's Fin du Monde (1930) was made on a 5m F r. budget in
three languages. It was a commercial failure. Shoul d we assume
that such an international project failed because i t was (and is)
inherently impossible? Fin du Monde failed not beca use it was
unsellable (the orgy scene certainly was!) but beca use of a loss
of confidence from its producers due to the Wall St  crash. When
the challenge is accepted great European filmmakers  can produce
great art that is genuinely popular. Erich Pommer b rought together
Lubitsch and Dietrich and let Von Sternberg loose o n The Blue
Angel (1930). Both English and German versions were  huge
successes. Indeed this one production put UFA back in profit for
the first time since Lang's Metropolis. 
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In the economic tailspin of the 1930s all Europe lo oked in on
itself. Thus France defended its industry by conver ting the sound
stages at Jeaunville into a dubbing complex. Italy,  Germany and
Spain, all increasingly suffering from a cultural b oycott and with
governments that were culturally defensive, only al lowed dubbed
versions of foreign films. In Italy this was an off icial
government policy to ingrain a standard Italian lan guage for the
first time. (Sorlin 10 ) The FIGS group (as France,  Italy, Germany
and Spain came to be known) simply continued in the ir 'dubbed'
path after the war. The decision to subtitle or dub  (and attitudes
towards these processes) is assumed, ingrained and
institutionalised. In any event the question is rar ely if ever
given serious questioning consideration. 

For at least a decade after World War II the Britis h seemed unsure
of which way to go. Nicolas Roeg, who began his cin ema career
dubbing French films into English remembers that bo th processes
were available and used: "it was just a matter of c hoice" on a
film by film basis with no clear strategy as which films suited
which process. 

Britain had long before surrendered to Hollywood's economic
hegemony anyway. Whenever the British film industry  experienced
its regular renaissance it did (and does) so as com petitor/co-
operator with the U.S.A. not as a leading force in pan-European
film. It has proved difficult enough holding on to a small market
share without finding ways to make more foreign pro duct
attractive. 

So foreign language films became the preserve of so cieties and
clubs which, as in the U.S., were the foundation of  the 'art
house' circuit. This niche market began with silent  classics (with
English titles) and eventually a trickle of Europea n and Asian
films which were naturally sub-titled. The preferen ce for
subtitling is ingrained in an 'art house attitude' that in itself
draws films into an art house ghetto. This attitude  is unthinking
and was shared by the authors of this study until w e started
discussing the issue with each other. 

This attitude can be seen in the text books we reco mmend our
students to read e.g. Bordwell and Thompson's entir ely
praiseworthy Film Art -an Introduction which seeks to answer the
question "Why then do most people who study movies prefer
subtitles? &" Their answer is that:" By eliminating  the original
voice track dubbing simply destroys part of the fil m" (Bordwell
273 ). This is a valid point - but does not confron t the damage
done by adding text. 
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Academic studies say very little beyond either acce pting the
results of exigencies and accidents of history (US hegemony,
Europeans either subtitle or dub) or making asserti ons made
without foundation in evidence. 

As Martine Danan notes (in contradiction of Bordwel l and
Thompson): 'Scholars argue that, if given the choic e, most viewers
would opt for dubbed films' (Danan 607) 

Georg Luyken in his study of viewing preferences ba ldly states
that: "The studies show that in countries where sub titling is
predominant people prefer subtitles & in countries where dubbing
is used, people clearly prefer this presentation & people seem to
prefer whatever method they were originally exposed  to." (Luyken
30). Luyken also notes that 82% of Dutch respondent s preferred
subtitles whereas only 36% of Britons said they pre ferred that
option compared to 48% favouring dubbing. (Luyken 6 1) He does not
go on to question whether any of these opinions are  of 'least of
two evils' nature or indeed to measure a general re sistance to
both. 

Richard Kilbourn observes rather more cautiously th at: "Audience
attitudes will be to some extent moulded by what is  seen to be
standard national practice & also influenced by att itudes to
foreign languages and cultures which dominate in a particular
culture" (Kilbourn 426). Kilbourn utilized an (unpu blished) study
commissioned from BRMB by Channel 4 (a new UK TV co mpany) in 1987
which suggested that the (TV) audience was 2:1 in f avour of
dubbing. (Kilbourn 431) The key factor being ease o f viewing,
although 90% of those in favour of dubbing agreed t hat there was a
problem with synching. A dislike of subtitling was linked to a
view that the type of material likely to be so pres ented would be
'difficult.' 

The percentage of respondents in favour of subtitli ng rises as the
respondent's age goes down - but never reaches 50% in any age
group. The response to subtitling does to some exte nt appear to be
a class issue i.e. pro = 51% in social group AB but  only 29% in E.
This phenomenon could well be linked to the level o f foreign
language ability. 

Data from our own surveys tends to both confirm and  contradict
Kilbourn's conclusions. Our respondents for SURVEY ONE (1998-9)
were 'freshers' and finalists studying modules (not  whole degrees)
in film at the University of Leeds, U.K. during the  autumn
semesters of 1998 and 1999. This evidence constitut es only two
(small) snap-shots. However its value lies in the s tudents being a
client group which either is or could more easily b e attracted to
watching 'foreign films.' …
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Thus our survey supplies valuable and current infor mation about
the audience we already have and also an indicator of the
attitudes of the audience we must capture for any l evel of success
in developing a market for an international cinema.  

Two sub-groups can be identified from within our su rvey sample:
British students with some knowledge of foreign lan guages, British
students with no knowledge of foreign languages (ou r survey also
elicited response from a handful of non-British stu dents and
rather more students who simply did not watch forei gn language
films). 

Of the British students with 'some' other language (21) all had
seen 'foreign films' (by which they did not mean U. S. productions)
but less than half of them had seen such material a t the cinema.
All had seen subtitled movies, all but one of them had seen a
dubbed feature film. 17 were against dubbing as mor e disruptive
and said a move towards dubbing would not attract t hem. [worth
pointing out that all of the finalists noted that m arketing - any
marketing - was the key to increasing audiences]. T heir objections
included: 'incongruity between sound and visual'; ' the way an
actor uses his/her voice in performance is as impor tant as body
and facial expression'; 'you lose some of the chara cter and
original atmosphere of the film' and 'overlaid voic es lack
expression' (this from a student who admitted readi ng subtitles
were disruptive). 

Only four members of this group were ambivalent on the issue.
Their position was not so much pro-dubbing as of se eing subtitles
as drawing attention away from visuals. All four ca stigated 'bad
dubbing' (NB bad dubbing) as funny or disturbing. O f the four, two
could be seen as more disposed to dubbing as subtit ling was more
disruptive. They both admitted that they did not ch oose to watch
either but might if a) dubbing were done better (pa rticularly by
well-known actors 'I feel comfortable with') b) if the film is not
largely dialogue. One Mexican student expressed a d eep hatred of
dubbed films: 'always distracting, the voices sound  faked.' In
contradiction to Kilbourn, an Italian student was p leased to be
watching subtitled films in the U.K. after watching  - and hating -
dubbed films in Italy. It is worth noting that both  of these
students had excellent spoken English. 

The crucial point made by our audience 'snap-shot' was the
revelation that there was no real enthusiasm for su btitling.
Indeed there was a general agreement that it was di sruptive if not
positively off-putting. The problem with dubbing is  that it is
clearly being done, or perceived as being done, bad ly i.e. the
process lacks or changes atmosphere and produces a disruptive
mismatch between visuals/sound. When subtitling is done badly
linguistic ability may not allow it to be so notice able. 
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The dozen students with 'no other language' all cla imed to watch
foreign movies. This group were the most consistent ly and
aggressively anti-dubbing i.e. whilst they disliked  subtitles they
hated dubbing. Why? : 'Impossible to get involved';  'Ruins the
intention of the director'; 'Looks and sounds daft'  (from a
student who describes it as 'an evil force'!); ...

'They ruin the spontaneity of the original'; 'I wan t to hear the
original language' (NB this is from a viewer who ca nnot understand
'the original'). Does this attitude really go any f urther than:
'we want to hear the original' (whatever that means ) or 'we like
to pretend we can understand it'? Neither of these positions is
going to help in attracting a mass paying audience.  Several dozen
first year students (who had chosen to study a film  course) did
not bother to respond to the survey - many simply d id not watch
foreign films whether dubbed or subtitled. 

Our SURVEY 2 - post-attempts to convince academics at various
international conferences throughout 2000-2002 - to ok place in May
2002. We surveyed roughly the same number (41) as i n SURVEY 1 but
less freshers (doing film studies electives) and mo re finalists
and particularly post-grads (who were studying on m odules which
involved studying the film industry and/or film pro duction). This
survey included a much higher proportion of 'intern ational' (i.e.
non-British) students. 

The results of SURVEY 2 simply confirmed the first survey with
some interesting details. Both methods were seen as  disruptive
with dubbing in particular damned as unreal ('subti tling more
natural'!), fake, distracting and the standard comp laints about
synching (and an implication of low quality particu larly for non-
UK students). The question 'would more dubbing enco urage you'
supplied only two 'maybes' three 'yes' (one British  student, one
Chinese and & an American & who did not like readin g). 

This survey was very much out of step with Kilbourn  - the students
from 'dubbing' countries were noticeably more anti- dubbing (even
angry that they should be asked). This is an import ant point
because it tends to undermine any attempts to solve  the problem by
promotion. Exposure to dubbed material (at present)  seems to
increase resistance. One Chinese student even prefe rred subtitled
Chinese films. He found it weird to hear Chinese ac tors with
American voices. 

Having given up on 'art-house' minded academics we attempted to
change (or at least open) the students minds via EX PERIMENT ONE:
inviting the same client group to an end of semeste r 'treat'
showing of Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (Lee, US/ Taiwan, 2000).
We did not tell them they would be watching the dub bed version. 
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After the showing we posed a number of questions: 
When did you notice the film was dubbed? 
What was your initial reaction? 
Did your response change? 
What was your previous opinion of dubbed films? 
Has this screening altered your opinion? 

Two British freshers - both with some foreign langu age ability -
were open to persuasion. They noticed the dubbing s traightaway and
were disappointed. They both had negative opinions before the
film. Yet - their response changed during the film:  
'Dubbing was suitable, the accents suited character s, not too
extravagant' 
'Got used to it - worked well.' 
One student concluded: 'Won't be so judgemental in the future.' 

The four British finalists noticed dubbing straight away: 
'Oh dear! Amusement (having seen original non-dubbe d)' 'Accent not
quite right' [NB This student got used to it and no ted at the end:
'Dubbing seemed a lot more authentic/in sync with a ctors, more
convincing & a little too American.' This response is not a
damnation of dubbing - it appears to be a call for more care . 
Another response focussed on this question of accen ts - following
on from an initial response of 'disappointment, mak es the film
cheesy.' The Crouching Tiger experience had not aff ected this
students opinion. However another student (also res ponding
initially with disappointment and beginning with an  opinion that
they would never watch a dubbed film) noted: 'I for got at times
that it had been dubbed.' This student was particul arly pleased to
be able to watch action scenes without having to re ad and
concluded: 'I wouldn't refuse to watch a dubbed fil m.' The other
finalist echoed this opinion. Beginning with the mo st negative
opinion ('terrible') they ended with: 'They are dub bed better than
I previously thought &still not brilliant.' 

Two overseas undergraduates (multilingual) - spotte d the dubbing
immediately - did not like it ('didn't seem to fit,  wrong culture'
'disappointed, funny') previous opinions were negat ive - and were
not changed by our showing (although interestingly both students
noted that they got used to it and it was less of a  problem when
actors were not in dialogue) 

Three (mainland) Chinese postgrads - again in contr adiction to
Kilbourn - preferred subtitling. All three noticed - and reacted
negatively to - dubbing from the start (one describ ed it as
'boring'). All three decided that the screening had  altered their
opinions - to be more negative about dubbing . 
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Clearly the dubbing campaign - if we decide to go t hat way - will
have to be rather more than a matter of presentatio n. Not least
because the ingrained assumptions/responses go beyo nd the national
background/usual experience. A wide range of people  (our target
audience for an 'international cinema') react badly  to dubbing.
The responses -when not utterly negative seem to fo cus on
incongruity/quality of dubbing (simply an issue of care and using
local actors) or disruptive nature of (lack of) lip -synch. This
issue has ramifications for the films we are making  (and hopefully
showing). 

In the U.K. we are often treated to books and artic les on the
state of the British cinema. This was due to yet an other
'renaissance' around the corner (late '90s) or the raised hopes
that have accompanied the launch of the UK Film Cou ncil (2000-1).
Yet the studies which have taken seriously the inst itutional
questions of production, distribution and exhibitio n - rather
surprisingly - fail to address the language issue. 

In Talking Pictures, Graham Jones' series of interv iews undertaken
for the British Film Institute in 1995, dubbing and  subtitling
does not appear as an issue. Britain's young produc ers are full of
ideas about selling films to distributors but not h ow to make them
accessible to an international audience. Duncan Pet rie's
collection of 1995 diary entries (Inside Stories) h as at least one
illuminating entry. Keith Griffith - an 'art house'  producer - is
making a film with the brother's Quay (Benjamenta):  
June 30 Have discussions with Locarno, Channel 4 an d Pandora about
the print of Benjamenta to be shown in August. Are we going to
subtitle it in French and German for Switzerland or  ask the
festival to screen in the original language? (Petri e 39) 

Griffiths has to order another internegative for co pying anyway
and another print just in case; all major additiona l costs for a
low-budget movie. Why is he thinking about these is sues so late?
Why is he assuming subtitling? Who would watch (or pay to watch!)
a film with two sets of subtitles? Is there another  way? 

Angus Finney - in The State of European Cinema - do es address the
issue & for four whole pages (Finney 104-7) in sect ion on co-
production and financing. Finney looks at the concl usions of The
British Screen Advisory Council Seminar of July 199 2. Whilst
noting the lack of a 'star system' and the commerci al
unattractiveness of much 'auteur' cinema the semina r concluded: 
The fact that audience stay away from dubbed and su btitled foreign
language films does not mean that they are resistan t to dubbing or
subtitling per se.(Finney 105)
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Finney argues that more effort needed to be put int o the practical
aspects of dubbing. We will argue that this should include
attention to how the films are shot. The British Sc reen seminar
focussed on the producer's role: 
Right from the inception of the project if they wan t to give the
completed film the best possible chance of attracti ng audiences
from all over the world. (Finney 106) 

If any lover of non-Hollywood film feels that this approach is
either too commercially orientated or conversely do omed to failure
Hoskins, McFadyen and Finn in Global Television & F ilm explain why
both the stakes are so high and that Western Europe  - for example
- could still win the game. English language domina tes because
English language speakers are second as a percentag e of the
world's population (with Mandarin first). Rather mo re pertinently
they are first in 'GNP' and well over double the ne xt best
(Japan). However although the 'English language GNP ' was 8,575 bn.
$ in 1992, the GNP of Germany, France, Italy and Sp ain would total
over 7,000 bn., hardly in a different league. (Hosk ins 43) If any
national film industry can export to enough film ma rkets -
including even the US - then it can, as many have d one in the
past, compete with the presently dominant instituti on. 

Screen International - "the voice of the internatio nal film
business" - has run a series of articles over the p ast two years
which leave little doubt that the dub-sub issue has  been settled.
"As English becomes the lingua franca of the 500-ch annel universe,
subtitling's little white words are set to overwrit e dubbing."
(Korman 10). Just in case the Europeans had not got  the message
the March 2000 'war of words' piece is subtitled: " The dubbing and
subtitling debate in Europe rages on. But &the dubb ers'
stranglehold on much of the region is loosening" (H alligan 12).
The reason is of course cost. The old 'you can subt itle 100 movies
for the cost of dubbing one' chestnut is rewarmed. The question of
whether it is worth subtitling 100 movies that only  a tiny
audience will want to see is not confronted. But th en, we are not
discussing how to market a German film to the Briti sh or French
market or, heaven forefend attempting to sell Europ ean product to
a US audience (which is at least as resistant to fo reign language
product as any market). The issue here is how much more cheaply
can we further increase the market penetration of U S product
across Europe. "The European distribution arms of t he US majors
are gradually trying to change European habits and periodically
blanket subtitle the entire region." This admission  alone may
serve as the only one we need to defend some form o f dubbed
cinema. For the present we have an institutionalise d defeatist
response. Granted that few people want to watch sub -titles and
dubbing is unsatisfactory, we move to: 'we know whe re we want to
get to - international cinema - but we cannot get t here from here.
It is time to try another approach. 
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The translation methods of dubbing and subtitling o ffer a choice
of compromising and compromised strategies for thos e seeking to
make films accessible to foreign audiences. In the context of this
basic aim of providing audiences with access to a f ilm narrative,
it seems important to examine the efficacy of the a vailable
options in performing the task. Since dubbing and s ubtitling are
both directed squarely towards verbal translation, some assessment
needs to be made at this level: their potential and  limitations as
translation methods. Beyond this, there remains the  vital question
of collateral impact - how do the methods compare i n their effects
on other (non-verbal) aspects of narrative in film drama. The
impact on film drama of dubbing and subtitling will  vary greatly
according to the level of care taken in executing t hese difficult
skills, but even the most conscientious work in eit her practice
will inevitably produce a film version which compro mises the
original. At the same time it is important to under stand that the
exact nature their respective impact on the communi cation of film
drama does differ enormously. The comparisons that follow here
offer an evaluation of both translation capability and narrative
impact of each method, with particular analysis of subtitling as
the accepted norm for foreign language films in the  US, UK and
Northern Europe. 

The process of dubbing involves replacing original actors' voices
with those  of foreign translator 'doubles'. Dubbing takes plac e in
a sound-booth and involves the translator double vi ewing sequences
repeatedly with the intention of re-recording dialo gue which is,
as near as possible, synchronized to the lip-moveme nts of the
original on-screen actor in the film. This may requ ire several
attempts to achieve as near as possible 'lip-sync'.  The number of
individual sound tracks employed within feature fil ms has
increased throughout the history of film, to the ex tent that
mixing with 24 tracks or more is commonplace. Film- makers utilize
large numbers of individual sound-tracks in order t o increase
clarity, as well as maximize potential for expressi ve manipulation
of sound levels, when the building of layers of sou nd that are
mixed in the dubbing theatre. Typically, voices for  all scripted
speaking parts are recorded on tracks that will ide ally contain a
minimal presence of other ambient sound to be heard  in the film.
Each speaking character will have their own separat e voice track
in a dialogue sequence. If the film's original reco rding, track-
laying and dubbing has been organized properly, the  individual
voice tracks may be replaced when dubbing for langu age whilst, as
far as possible, all other atmosphere, effects and music tracks,
integral to the original aural expression of the fi lm, may be left
completely intact. Until the surge in computer-base d video and
audio editing during the 1990s, there was a huge ga p between the
potential for sound track mixing in film and video.  Most tape-to-
tape video editing formats were limited to two line ar sound tracks
on tape. ….
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Pre-mixing sound before laying it down on the edite d videotape
opened up the possibility of more sophisticated sou nd in
television productions, but the inflexible nature o f the editing
process was the main reason for the vastly inferior  sound of
videotape-based television drama, compared to film- based work. The
limitations of sound on video also account for some  of the worst
examples of dubbed imported films seen on televisio n, with the
short-comings of low-cost voice-dubbing on a low-bu dget television
drama aggravated further by crudely replaced ambien t sound. 

The process of subtitling involves striking a dupli cate photo-
graphic print of the graded master show print, whil st
simultaneously exposing it with titles mixed with f rame-accurate
precision, producing a new print with the titles 'b urned in'. If
subtitles are to serve some useful purpose, they mu st be seen
clearly. Problems occur when bright areas appear on  screen where
white subtitles are being presented, making them im possible to
read. During the late 1990s, a fashion for yellow s ubtitles found
favour in the US market for video releases. Yellow may have
afforded greater title-separation for reading in so me examples,
but it was a disastrous choice for Sunday in the Co untry (Bertrand
Tavernier, France, 1984). The director's desire to reflect the
Auguste and Louis Lumière's experimental autochrome  colour photo-
chemical process in the film resulted in titles fre quently
blending into the film's natural coloration. Choice  of colours for
subtitles needs to be informed by examination of th e particular
artistry of the cinematographer in each individual film. Another
solution is to utilize white subtitles in all situa tions, but to
present them against a thicker shaded bar, sometime s opaque,
sometimes translucent, ensuring that they are not o bscured by the
changing colour and luminosity of the film. In the case of wide-
screen films screened on television, some VHS video  releases
present the subtitles within the lower black bar ar ea of the
screen, to avoid any of the film's image being obsc ured by titles.
Given that this actually means taking the viewers' gaze further
away from the visual drama of the frame, the logic of this
practice must be seriously open to question. 

Whilst the exact effects on film of dubbing and sub titling do vary
considerably, any basis for their examination in qu alitative terms
must be underpinned with a recognition that the ver y specific aim
of both methods is completely identical: to transla te the verbal
language of a film, whether spoken or written. Any comparison of
the two methods therefore must first of all address  the
translation issue - assessing the relative effectiv eness of the
two methods purely in terms of verbal script exposi tion. 

Within any medium of translation, absolutely litera l translation
of meaning simply does not always exist when conver ting one verbal
language to another, from culture to culture. ….
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Whilst accepting such ultimate limitation, dubbing may be regarded
as a method of detailed translation. It is certainl y capable of
providing translation of film narrative that is pot entially, by
measure against straight textual translation, highl y accurate.
Even taking into account the timing differences bet ween phrases
spoken in different languages, the overall pattern in dubbed films
is that dubbing does not impose major editing of ve rbal script
simply in order to fit length of aural phrase with length of
visual image. Nevertheless, accurate translation ma y be sacrificed
for another reason when dubbing - where words are c hanged for no
other reason than the pursuit of the phonetic imper atives of lip-
sync. The ideal of lip-sync is the only factor whic h may interfere
with the potential status of dubbing as a complete translation
system. 

Subtitling is fundamentally different from dubbing,  and should not
be regarded as a full translation system at all. To  do so would be
a misconception that exaggerates its practical pote ntial greatly.
Constituting less than translation of a film's dial ogue,
subtitling can be described most fairly as a textua l system of
highly edited quotes from the dialogue of a film. F ull, literal
translation is totally impractical because of the t ime it takes to
get through the words - no matter how fast the view er can read.
Even if the viewer were prepared to rush through te xt in order to
get every word, in most dialogue scenes this would result in a
totally unacceptable loss of visual action while re ading. …
It is an incontestable fact that subtitling typical ly involves a
very substantial amount of dialogue script omission . The skill in
subtitling, the accepted key to all 'good' subtitli ng has to be to
keep titles to a minimum: including only such dialo gue as is
necessary to convey 'the essence' of the drama. So,  the task may
be described quite simply: to cut out unnecessary d ialogue. This
begs the question "What was unnecessary dialogue do ing in the film
in the first place?" Certainly, some examination ne eds to be made
to determine precisely what elements of a film's ov erall narrative
are taken away from audiences faced with a subtitle d print. The
foreign viewer of a subtitled film who does not und erstand the
original spoken language is not in a position to de termine what
aspects of a film's narrative they are being depriv ed of due to
dialogue omission. One might suggest: "What they do n't know, they
won't miss." Recognition of audience resistance to subtitled films
tends to destroy any credibility attached to such a n assumption.
Audiences do not need to know precisely what they a re missing, in
order to understand very well that they are probabl y missing a
great deal. 

…
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To understand fully why audiences might tend to res ist dubbed and
subtitled films, it is necessary to look far beyond  value-
judgements concerning effective translation. An exa mination of how
both processes impact (invariably negatively) on ot her filmic
elements is required, taking detailed account of al l cinematic
elements of editing and mise-en-scene are affected.  No matter how
effective a translation we may feel has been create d, to ignore or
even play down the collateral impact on narrative m eaning and
reception effected by either method represents eith er a
misconception or denial of the complex narrative re lationship
between pictures and soundtracks. The aims of dubbi ng and
subtitling may be identical, but their respective e ffects on film
narrative differ greatly in nature. 

The most obvious flaw associated with dubbing is th e lack of lip-
sync, but the process suffers from another two basi c problems.
Firstly, mis-match of screen character with dubbing  actor's
voice : mis-match in terms of ethnic or social grou p results in a
disassociative effect between the characters' image s and voices,
in terms of tone and style as well as form of words . The effect of
seeing 16th Century Japanese peasants who are speak ing like
characters from Friends or Mean Streets is more ali enating than
the problem of poor lip-sync. Secondly, integrity o f sound
quality. Examination of an English-language dubbed version of
German-language original The Marriage of Maria Brau n (Rainer
Werner Fassbinder, 1979) demonstrated the classic f laws of the
dubbing process. Typical of a film-dub, the voice t racks have been
replaced whilst leaving other atmospheric sound int act, and the
film could be accepted as a relatively high-quality  dubbing
example. Problems with lip-sync were far less obvio us than other
possible examples, and some care has been taken to avoid striking
contrast between the screen characters and the repl aced voices.

However, throughout the film, scenes generally fail ed to convey a
narrative integrity between images and sound, simpl y because the
tonality and acoustics of the voice-tracks were com pletely
inappropriate. The dubbing failed to provide voices  that sound as
though they are speaking in the environment in whic h we see the
characters to be. It also failed to create any aura l
differentiation in voice acoustics to match clear c hange in
environment, including even the most basic move fro m interior to
exterior. Since dubbing necessarily takes place in sound-studios
to allow sync sound recording and playback, it has tended to apply
an interior acoustic quality to exterior scenes, cr udely treated
with some echo to try and suggest outside locations . Primitive
treatment of the nature of sound has also produced extremely poor
acoustic differentiation between changing interiors . In reality a
small living room with thick carpet; large partiall y carpeted
hall; tiled kitchen with a low ceiling, large barn full of hay,
empty barn with large open doors etc. have highly c ontrasting
acoustics. ….
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These flaws, characteristic of dubbing, fracture th e marriage
between pictures and sound track just as seriously as poor lip-
sync does. The resulting disassociation destroys a carefully
constructed impression of reality, interferes with our engagement,
and encourages alienation when such is not intended , subverting
any necessary suspension of disbelief. 

In the US and UK cinema audiences are required to a ccept as given
that subtitling offers the best form of access to f oreign-language
films. Those who require translation for the study of foreign-
language cinema are forced to rely on subtitled fil m prints or
videocassettes. Whatever the historical reasons for  the dominance
of subtitling in the UK, it needs to be pointed out  that the
process is severely limited in its capacity for pro viding
audiences with foreign-film narrative. Subtitling s uffers from two
fundamental flaws: its continuous subversion of vis ual narrative
while reading, and its inability to provide full tr anslation.
These problems interfere with the viewers' ability to fully absorb
and engage with the narrative, and pose worrying qu estions for
academics who attempt detailed evaluation of human narrative in
their film analyses. Close examination of an Englis h-subtitled
version of the French-language original L.627 (Bert rand Tavernier,
1992) reveals a work drained of its complex humanit y by subtitling
(despite an extremely 'good' piece of subtitling). 

Since subtitlers are expected to retain the essence  of film
narrative, it seems worth identifying some of the ' unnecessary'
(cut) dialogue from L.627. In one scene, drugs squa d officer
Lucien 'Lulu' Marguet argues with a college directo r over his
impromptu commandeering of an empty classroom for u rgent
surveillance purposes. During their argument, rich dramatic
conflict concerning status and domination is neutra lized through
key omissions and the inevitable sterilization of l anguage that
such cutting produces. 

Lulu: 'We need your view' ('We're just taking advan tage of your
view here.'). Director: 'What's your business?' ('T hat's all very
well but it doesn't tell me what you are what you a re doing in
this class.') 
Lulu: 'We won't be long' ('You mustn't worry, this won't take very
long.') 
Director: 'A phone call never hurt anyone.' (And so  what, dear
man? A telephone call never killed anybody.'). 
Lulu [on being told to leave] : 'When we're good an d ready.' ('No
- we'll get out when we have finished our work.'), then: '&but
faced with reality you play the ostrich' ('&you don 't want to face
up to problems. You prefer to play the ostrich - to  please your
administration - is that it?'). 
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Unnecessary? Hardly - references such as 'finished our work' and
'to please your administration' represent nothing l ess than the
central themes of the L.627. Such omissions are as inevitable as
they are undesirable, and Tavernier's film is litte red with
destructive verbal editing. The film's next sequenc e, a furious
street argument between Lulu and his cynically lazy  colleague
'Dodo' reveals other problems typical of subtitling , notably an
example of simultaneously presented question and an swer by two
characters. This is a very common necessity, and al though not
always question and answer, it always reaction sugg ested before
action complete. This seriously weakens the impact of dramatic
conflict, and the scene also shows how reading subt itles distracts
us from all background and peripheral action. An im portant third
character 'Looping' is effectively cut from the sce ne for the non-
French audience, his silent, awkward figure witness ing the
argument 'removed' from the mise-en-scene. His own line to Lulu,
"I'll pick you up six o'clock&?", which ends the sc ene becomes
meaningless, not having been set up visually. A cru cial later
sequence, Lulu's verbal outburst to Vincent, the na ïve 'rookie'
detective, after Lulu 'cracked' and attacked an arr ested drug
dealer, shows the worst example of subtitles destro ying verbal
expression. In this instance, one does not need eve n to know a
word of French to sense that something is very wron g. The titles
obviously amount to a vastly reduced version of Lul u's emotional
outpouring and the agitated struggle of Lulu's spee ch is
neutralized by the measured, even, flat delivery of  the subtitles.
The omission does not retain the essence of Lulu's state; on the
contrary, it fails to convey the crucial psychologi cal point that
he has reached. The form of words that uniquely ref lect the
humanity in his character is lost; leaving an angry  speech that
could be almost anybody's. Subtitles are particular ly ruinous to
this type of scene because the organic link between  words and
physical expression is simply not there - dialogue is severed from
the truth of performance. The result is that it bec omes more like
a speech - too constructed, over-stressed, laden wi th meaning.
With the detail that renders it natural and spontan eous and
passionate removed, the central message becomes jus t that - a
'message', and suddenly the characters start to com e across as
rather preachy. Words so visible that they start to  take over. 

These examples form a tiny proportion of the deluge  of instances
where subtitling prevents the foreign audience from  receiving the
original narrative of L.627. Clearly, subtitling al ters narrative
meaning to a far greater extent than dubbing, due t o continual
omission that sacrifices the richly evocative subtl eties and
nuances of the form of words in order to prioritise  simple
communication of core plot. It has an additional sl edge-hammer
effect in seeming to underline and elevate the impo rtance of the
remaining dialogue. Confusion often results in rapi d dialogue
sequences. ….
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Competition between the subtitles and the film's au dio-visual
drama for audience attention is a major issue. Even  if it is
believed that film is essentially a visual medium, and that
dialogue is secondary, this is not an argument for subtitling, it
is another against it. Subtitles lead the viewer's gaze away from
the visually dramatic detail of film. Anyone who be lieves they are
reading subtitles and still taking in a film's full  visual
narrative is either deluding themselves or watching  cinema that is
very thin indeed. 

Subtitles destroy synergy of script and performance . We cannot
experience the words and the facial expressions or body language
simultaneously. They attack the integrity of mise-e n-scene by
consistently leading the viewer's eyes to the botto m of the frame,
regardless of individual shot composition. They eff ectively
exclude important background and peripheral mise-en -scene in all
dialogue scenes by forcing us to constantly flit be tween the
titles and the characters which are directly connec ted to them,
and suggest falsely stressed connections between pi ctures and
super-imposed titles. Ultimately, subtitles downgra de the
importance and impact of visual expression. They el evate the
status of words, by making titles visible and creat ing artificial
stress in the edited dialogue that survives. It is ironic that in
the process of clearly failing to provide the whole  dialogue
script, subtitling manages to turn cinema into a fa r more verbal,
less visual medium. 

Dubbing on cinema screens in the US and UK is virtu ally non-
existent. However, most of us have some sense of wh at a badly
dubbed film is like. We should be cautious about re jecting dubbing
outright, for all time, especially if our prejudice s are based on
vague memories of television programmes made long b efore the
availability of digital sound manipulation and filt ration, and
which even for their time were perhaps cheaply and crudely dubbed.
The capabilities of sound post-production are vastl y improved in a
digital production environment. The authentic ambie nce and
acoustics differentiation that were once missing ca n now be
created more accurately, quickly and cheaply, using  libraries of
audio ambience 'filters' which may be applied to du bbed tracks.

Combined with serious efforts in the selection of g ood dubbing
actors and financial commitment to a dubbing schedu le,
technological developments can easily provide a muc h, much greater
impression of integrity and authenticity in marryin g the original
sync. sound, atmosphere, effects and music tracks w ith replaced
dialogue, than was previously possible. Digital tec hnology may
also provide, in the medium term, an answer to the problem of
relative cost. If the US majors get what they 'woul d undoubtedly
prefer' [Halligan p12] i.e. the end to dubbed cinem a, this
prospect will become merely another lost possibilit y in the
history of International cinema. 
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Subtitling is extremely difficult and complex work.  The subtitling
of L.627 is an example of an unenviable task that h as been
extremely very well executed, but good or bad in te rms of its
execution, subtitling will always remain hugely pro blematic.
Technical advances in the field cannot be compared to those
available to dubbing, in that they are minor, essen tially cosmetic
changes that will never be able to address the meth od's inherent,
fundamental problems. Basic amendment to the proces s cannot reduce
the extent to which it ruins the cinematic experien ce: Either
reducing or increasing the amount script subtitled on screen would
simply increase and intensify all the problems that  identified
here. There should be no pretence that the issue is  a terribly
complex one. It is simple. While you are reading li ttle white
letters at the bottom of the screen, you are not wa tching the
film. 

Dubbed and subtitled versions of foreign films will  always offer a
compromised experience for audiences, but if sharin g international
offerings is worthwhile, it is worth questioning wh ich method is
most capable of communicating narrative as complete ly as possible.
In the cinema, dubbing is not offered as an option in the US and
UK. Since technological advances in the potential q uality of sound
dubbing far exceed the minor tinkering with subtitl e presentation,
perhaps dubbing needs to be reconsidered. High-qual ity dubbing is
capable of presenting a translated film with far le ss destruction
of narrative, both aural and visual, than subtitlin g can ever do,
especially in terms of the dynamics of images and s ounds; dialogue
and non-verbal performance. Dubbing has at least a potential that
subtitling can never have: to make film narrative f ully and easily
accessible to a foreign (i.e. export) audience. 

There is no need to subscribe to a 'dogma' favourin g some kind of
visually pure cinema that implies the fewer words t he better.
Nonetheless, it is still food for thought that we c ould greatly
increase the prospect of facilitating audience rece ption to
dubbing if we sought to create a more visual, less verbally
driven, even more cinematic medium. Perhaps we coul d reduce the
apparent reliance and emphasis on dialogue (and thu s mollify our
audience sample) by shooting dialogue sequences wid er. 

A compromise of course, but film-making has always been full of
compromises, many of which are far more limiting, d riven by
practicality and budget. This one could have advant ages such as
discouraging simplistic convention-burdened mise-en -scene. Perhaps
we could avoid shooting sync. dialogue in close-ups . Consider how
dialogue scenes might be presented effectively in M edium Long
Shots. (Knees-to-head.) Dramatic close-ups would st ill be usable,
but in the case of dialogue, might work best as rea ction shots,
again pushing the medium towards a less literary, l ess dialogue
dependent, more visually driven narrative form. ….
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Using Close-Ups sparingly will tend to increase the ir dramatic
impact when they do arrive. Reduce reliance on the conventional
'Popular Television Drama' approach to shooting dia logue scenes:
Establishing Wide Shot, followed by dialogue coveri ng reverses of
Medium Shots, Medium Close-Ups and Close-Ups. Disco urage formulaic
scene construction. Encourage inventive, less predi ctable mise-en-
scene. There is no implication attached here that t he use of words
must be radically reduced. Still, it is worth ackno wledging the
power of words treated 'cinematically'. Alongside t he suggestions
already made, would come the encouragement to consi der inventive
approaches to presenting words, which exploit the c inematic
quality of the off-screen voice O.O.V.s (out-of vis ion dialogue)
and V.Os (voice-overs) and their special ability to  create
cinema's most thought-provoking links between spati al and temporal
narrative zones. Constraints? Cinema has blossomed under greater
oppression and challenge than the mere absence of a  few lip-synced
close-up shots. In any case, as Maria Braun puts it  to her friend
as they walk through the ruins of a Europe faced wi th America as
both liberator and occupier: 'One way or another so mething has to
happen' 

NOTES 
Maria Braun in The Marriage of Maria Braun. Dir. Ra iner Werner
Fassbinder, 1979) 
There was less certainty about what to do for the e xport of
domestic product e.g. as late as 1955 Preston Sturg es would direct
Les Carnets du Major Thompson (The Diary of Major T hompson) for
Gaumont in two languages. 
Roeg in conversation with Graham Roberts 2/10/2000.  The Director
began our conversation with a clear preference for subtitled
movies but ended by commenting: 'I am not sure&' 
Buena Vista international did just so with Alan Par ker's Evita in
1996 
An illustrative send-up of the most glaring problem s of lip-sync
and character mis-match can be found in Wayne's Wor ld 2. Dir.
Stephen Surjik, 1993. In a scene where Wayne Campbe ll is forced to
fight Kung-Fu style against, girlfriend Cassandra's  Japanese
father, suggesting that it would be better if they fought dubbed
instead of subtitled. …

Both authors have identified non-dogmatic utilizati on of this
style of presentation in a number of filmmakers' wo rk but in
particular that of Nicolas Roeg. Roeg has been part icularly
creative in his filming of conversations e.g. in Ba d Timing (1980)
and more recently in Full Body Massage (1995) where  the medium's
usual obsession with the close-up on the speaker's lips is largely
eschewed. 
The authors are at present working with colleagues in Leeds to
produce Alice Revealed a short feature and a full-l ength movie
Awayday employing - or at least experimenting with - their
'dogma'. 
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